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Abstract. We describe the amplitude and resolution trends of the sig-
nals acquired by turbidity suppression through optical phase conjuga-
tion TSOPC with samples that span the ballistic and diffusive scat-
tering regimes. In these experiments, the light field scattered through a
turbid material is written into a hologram, and a time-reversed copy of
the light field is played back through the sample. In this manner, the
wavefront originally incident on the sample is reconstructed. We ex-
amine a range of scattering samples including chicken breast tissue
sections of increasing thickness and polyacrylamide tissue-mimicking
phantoms with increasing scattering coefficients. Our results indicate
that only a small portion of the scattered wavefront 0.02% must
be collected to reconstruct a TSOPC signal. Provided the sample is
highly scattering, all essential angular information is contained within
such small portions of the scattered wavefront due to randomization
by scattering. A model is fitted to our results, describing the depen-
dence of the TSOPC signal on other measurable values within the
system and shedding light on the efficiency of the phase conjugation
process. Our results describe the highest level of scattering that has
been phase conjugated in biological tissues to date. © 2010 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. DOI: 10.1117/1.3381188
Keywords: optical phase conjugation; light scattering; tissue optics.
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lastic light scattering can significantly confound structural
nd functional information when biological samples are
robed with light. Our recently published experimental tech-
ique utilizing optical phase conjugation1 OPC has shown
romise in dealing with the problem of light scattering. This
ethod, termed turbidity suppression through optical phase
onjugation TSOPC, employs static holography to force a
cattered light field to retrace its path through a highly scat-
ddress all correspondence to: Emily J. McDowell, California Institute of Tech-
ology, Department of Bioengineering, 1200 East California Boulevard, Mail
ode 136-93, Pasadena, California 91125. Tel: 626-395-2449; Fax: 626-395-
475; E-mail: emilymcd@caltech.edu.
Current address: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, G. R. Harrison Spec-
roscopy Laboratory, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, 6-205, Cambridge, Massachu-
etts 02139.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13tering medium, effectively “time reversing” the light scatter-
ing process. In this paper, we investigate both the fraction and
shape of the light field reconstructed through a variety of
samples, including those with the highest level of scattering
“time reversed” to date using TSOPC on tissue samples.
These samples exhibit scattering that spans both the ballistic
and diffusive regimes, which is examined both experimentally
and theoretically in terms of amplitude.
Although the applications to biological tissues are new, it
was shown over 40 yr ago that OPC could reverse light scat-
tering through a ground glass slide.2 Phase conjugation has
also proven to be useful for removing aberrations associated
with optical components for high-resolution imaging3 and for
the optimization of laser cavities.4,5
1083-3668/2010/152/025004/11/$25.00 © 2010 SPIEMarch/April 2010  Vol. 1521
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JOur work employs both sections of chicken breast tissue of
arying thickness and tissues phantoms of varying scattering
oefficients to analyze the TSOPC process as the level of
cattering is increased. We then fit these results to a theoreti-
al model in which the contributions of ballistic and diffuse
omponents are tracked. In doing so we uncover several in-
eresting facts. First, we show that the TSOPC signal ampli-
ude falls off at a slower rate compared to the ballistic or
nscattered light component, which is inferred to be rela-
ively insignificant in TSOPC signal generation. We also show
hat reconstruction of the incident wavefront can be per-
ormed using only a very small fraction of the scattered light
eld as little as 0.02%, provided the sample is highly scat-
ering. Finally, we discuss the nonintuitive finding that the
uality of the reconstruction improves as the level of scatter-
ng increases, implying that for the most highly scattering
amples we examined, a complete subset of information re-
uired for reconstruction is included in the 0.02% of the scat-
ered light that is collected.
We will briefly discuss where TSOPC falls in the context
f standard optical methods that deal with the challenge of
ight scattering. Many techniques that acquire depth-resolved
nformation from tissues, such as optical coherence
omography6 OCT, selectively gate out and process only
information-bearing” ballistic or singly scattered compo-
ents through coherent detection mechanisms. Alternatively,
iffuse optical methods gather information from multiply
cattered, or diffuse, photons exiting a biological material.7,8
his leads to an increase in penetration depth, but a reduction
n resolution.7 Techniques such as OCT exploit the wave na-
ure of light, while diffuse optical methods model the photons
s particles that diffuse through tissue. Our TSOPC technique
alls at a junction of these fields, attempting to extract coher-
nt information from the bulk of the multiply scattered light.
ere, we show a TSOPC signal, dependent on coherent de-
ection and playback mechanisms, for light fields that have
xperienced over 200 scattering events.
Our specific methods involve two main steps: 1 collec-
ion and 2 “time reversal” of scattered light components.
ote that the phrase “time reversal” is intended to help the
eader envision the experiment. This process is not a true time
eversal for two reasons. First, the collection area is of finite
ize, and the uncollected information is missing from play-
ack. Second, even if the collection area was very large, col-
ection in the far field means that the evanescent component
f the scattered light field cannot be collected, and is missing
s well. Current research efforts in which a shaped input beam
s used to optimize transmission through a scattering
edium9,10 are complementary to the second step of our pro-
ess.
In this manuscript, we 1 describe our TSOPC setup, 2
etermine the TSOPC signal amplitude trend for an increasing
verage number of scattering events in both tissue and tissue-
imicking phantoms with varying angular scattering proper-
ies, 3 examine the TSOPC resolution as the level of scat-
ering increases, and 4 model and discuss the origin of the
mplitude trend based on other measurable signals in our sys-
em.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
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The TSOPC system shown in Fig. 1 employs a 532-nm cw
solid state laser in a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometry
scheme. Light scattered on transmission through the sample
20-mW incident power, 2-mm collimated beam interfered
with a reference beam 10 mW, as depicted in Fig. 1a. This
interference pattern was written into a 45-deg cut iron-doped
0.015% LiNbO3 photorefractive crystal PrC over a time
period of 20 s. The distance between the 102020 mm
crystal and the sample was set by the thickest sample used in
each set of experiments. A phase conjugate reference beam
2 mW, approaching the PrC from the opposite direction,
was used to play back the “time-reversed” wavefront, as seen
in Fig. 1b. The phase conjugate wavefront retraced its path
through the sample, reconstructing the incident light field. The
reconstructed collimated beam was focused by a lens f
=10 cm, and the TSOPC signal was then measured at a CCD
camera over a variable integration time 0.25 ms to 1 s.
To reassure ourselves that we were achieving phase conju-
gation, we laterally displaced a representative tissue mimick-
ing phantom over a range of 1.6 m while measuring the
Fig. 1 a System setup for the recording process. Light scattered on
transmission through a sample interfered with a reference beam in a
photorefractive crystal PrC over tens of seconds. A transmission
measurement was made at the location indicated. b System setup for
the playback process. A conjugate reference beam arrived at the PrC
from the opposite direction and diffracted a conjugate beam toward
the sample, retracing its path through the scattering material. The re-
constructed beam was then focused to a spot and recorded at a CCD.
A measurement of the phase conjugate power OPC signal was made
at the location indicated.March/April 2010  Vol. 1522
1.215.220.165. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Jeconstructed signal amplitude. This particular phantom was
omposed of 433-nm polystyrene spheres in polyacrylamide.
t was 4.0 mm in thickness with a scattering coefficient of
s=45.4 mm−1 strongly scattering compared to the phan-
oms used later in this manuscript. Since the “time reversal”
rocess is dependent on the scatterers remaining in the same
osition during both recording and playback, we expect to see
he signal fall off dramatically as the sample is displaced.
During the subsequent experiments, the sample remained
tationary and several measurements were made. Direct trans-
ission through the sample was measured over the collection
rea of the crystal PTmeas. This was accomplished by aper-
uring the photodetector of a Newport power meter to the
rojected size of the reference beam in the PrC approxi-
ately 3.510 mm. Additionally, we measured the power
xiting the photorefractive crystal before returning to the
ample POPC, and finally the TSOPC signal amplitude.
TSOPC measurements were made using two types of
amples. The first were sections of chicken breast tissue rang-
ng from 0.25 to 7 mm. The scattering coefficient of the tis-
ue was measured interferometrically using a standard
achZehnder interferometer. When a slab of tissue was
laced in the sample arm of the interferometer, only the bal-
istic component of the scattered light was capable of signifi-
antly interfering with the reference arm. The percent reduc-
ion in amplitude of the interference fringes between the case
ith a sample present and with a water-filled sample holder
epresented the ballistic transmission and was used to find the
cattering coefficient from Tballistic=exp−sL.
We also performed measurements on tissue-mimicking
hantoms composed of polystyrene microspheres embedded
n polyacrylamide. The concentrations of microspheres were
hosen to obtain scattering coefficients that varied between
.1 and 15 mm−1 based on Mie theory calculations. The phan-
om samples were 3.5 mm in thickness. In addition to varying
he scattering coefficient, the anisotropy factor was also var-
ed by creating phantoms using four different sphere sizes
1003, 433, 157, and 80.9 nm diameter corresponding to an-
sotropy factors of g=0.93, 0.83, 0.28, and 0.07, respectively.
he average sphere size was measured in a scanning electron
icroscope. The ballistic transmission through the phantoms
as measured very far 6 m from the sample, and the
quation found in the preceding paragraph can again be used
o determine the scattering coefficient. Only those samples
hose measured scattering coefficient matched the intended
cattering coefficient to within 10% were used for measure-
ents.
For the preceding measurements, a collimated sample
eam was incident on the scattering sample. Such measure-
ents were repeated for resolution studies in a slightly modi-
ed scheme in which the sample beam 10 mW was focused
nto the front face of the scattering sample as shown later in
ig. 6 using a 6.24-mm-focal-length lens. The scattered light
attern was written into the PrC upon interference with a ref-
rence beam 40 mW. In this manner, the reconstructed light
eld generated by a 1.5-mW conjugate reference beam,
ormed a spot that was then imaged onto the CCD camera
ith a magnification of 69 given by the ratio of the focal
engths of the two lenses, where the lens in front of the CCD
ad a focal length of 43 cm. The PrC was placed 25 cm fromournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13the focused beam waist such that, in the absence of a scatter-
ing medium, the beam had diverged significantly by a factor
of 4 on reaching the reference beam Fig. 5 in Sec. 3.3.
The width of the measured spot, as determined through
Gaussian fitting in two orthogonal directions, was then used to
investigate the resolution of the TSOPC system.
3 Results
3.1 Confirmation of Phase Conjugation
Figure 2 shows the decay of the signal measured at the CCD
in Fig. 1 as a function of sample displacement. Notably, the
reconstructed signal falls off dramatically as the sample is
moved, implying that we are correctly performing the phase
conjugation experiment. If we examine the images captured at
displacements corresponding to the red arrows in Fig. 2a,
we see that the bright spot shown in Fig. 2b had completely
disappeared and was buried in noise in Fig. 2c. This serves
as confirmation that we are seeing a phase conjugate signal
that is dependent on the location of scatters in the sample.
3.2 Chicken Breast Tissue Experiments
We first examine results from chicken tissue samples of vary-
ing thickness. Figure 3a shows representative samples indi-
cating that the thickest tissue samples used in this study were
by no means transparent. Figure 3b shows the large extent of
light scattering experienced by a green incident beam 
=532 nm.
We determined the scattering coefficient of the chicken
breast tissue to be s=30.3 mm−1. The following data are
reported as a function of the average number of scattering
Fig. 2 a Reconstructed TSOPC signal measured at the CCD as the
sample is displaced over 1.6 m. b and c are images recorded at
the locations indicated by the red arrows. This data confirms that we
are measuring a phase conjugation signal that is dependent on the
location of scatterers in the sample. Color online only.March/April 2010  Vol. 1523
1.215.220.165. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Jvents experienced by a photon tracing an approximately
traight path through the sample, quantified by sL L is the
ample thickness. Although most photons take longer paths
hrough the scattering material, scattering more than sL
imes, this is a simple reference quantity for turbidity estima-
ion. In general the ballistic, or unscattered, component of the
ransmission decays exponentially with depth into a scattering
edium, Tball=exp−sL. All data are normalized with re-
pect to a nonscattering sample.
The total signal contained in the reconstructed focused
pot, as measured on the CCD in Fig. 1b, was indicative of
he amount of light that had returned to its original configu-
ation. For simplicity, this metric can be replaced by the am-
litude, or peak intensity, of the focused spot, shown explic-
tly in Figs. 4b and 4c. This is possible because the full
idth at half maximum FWHM of the reconstructed spot
id not change as a function of scattering strength a phenom-
non that is discussed in detail later in this paper. The red
urve in Fig. 4a displays the TSOPC amplitude as a function
f sL. Error bars correspond to the standard error from mea-
urements made over different sample locations i.e., different
andom configurations of scatterers. Although the TSOPC
mplitude initially dropped off quickly, the slope began to
aper off more slowly as sL increased. This limited decrease
s particularly noteworthy when compared to the dramatic de-
ay of the ballistic component blue curve, Fig. 4a.
The signals in Fig. 4a were measured in tissue sections
hat ranged from 0.25 to 7 mm in thickness, the thickest of
hich corresponding to a “time reversal” of more than 200
cattering events. This is by no means trivial. Transmission
hrough the 7-mm tissue sample would result in a ballistic
omponent at −91 on the scale shown in Fig. 4a, or an
ttenuation of −910 dB.
The solid black curve in Fig. 4a represents the direct
ransmission through the chicken breast samples measured
ver the collection area of the PrC, Tmeas recorded at the
ocation denoted in Fig. 1a. The green curve shows a simi-
ar trend and represents the power that exited the PrC on
layback, denoted POPC and recorded where indicated in Fig
b. The dependence of the TSOPC amplitude on these mea-
ured signals is discussed and modeled in Sec. 4.
ig. 3 a Representative 0.25-, 0.5-, 1-, 3-, 5-, and 7-mm-thick
hicken breast sections placed above text. As the thickness increases,
ight scattering makes it impossible to read the text below. b A
.5-mm-diam beam of 532-nm light scattering through a representa-
ive 7-mm section of chicken breast tissue. For reference, the black
lastic spacer is 3024 mm.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 133.3 Tissue-Mimicking Phantom Experiments
To examine the dependence of our system on the angular
scattering properties of the sample, we conducted experiments
on tissue-mimicking phantoms composed of polystyrene
spheres embedded in polyacrylamide. By varying the size of
the spheres, the anisotropy factor, g, of the scattering media
can be altered. A measure of the angular spread of the scat-
tered light g is defined as the average cosine of the scattering
angle g= cos. Figure 5a shows the TSOPC amplitude
as a function of sL for four types of phantoms from highly
forward scattering g=0.93 to nearly isotropic g=0.07. We
found that the more forward scattering samples resulted in a
larger TSOPC signal for the same sL. The solid line super-
imposed on the data in Fig. 5a shows the decay of the bal-
listic component of the transmission, while the dashed line
shows the decay of the ballistic component through a sample
twice as thick 2L. Except for the case of the highly forward
scattering samples, the TSOPC amplitude initially decayed
along the dashed line.
3.4 Resolution Trends
To study the resolution of our TSOPC experiment, we em-
ployed a modified system in which the sample beam was fo-
cused onto the front face of the sample Fig. 6a. The re-
mainder of the system is as described in Fig. 1, and phase
conjugation was used to reconstruct this spot at the front face
of the sample. An imaging system formed between the lens
Fig. 4 a TSOPC amplitude red data, ballistic transmission blue
line, total transmission black curve, and OPC signal green curve
as levels of scattering were increased. The square of the transmission
dashed curve approximated the TSOPC amplitude in trend. Error
bars represent the standard error over N ranging from three to seven
measurements. b TSOPC amplitude was measured as the height of
the focused spot after the background signal was subtracted. c Signal
from the 7-mm chicken breast sample was clearly visible above the
noise in the system. Color online only.March/April 2010  Vol. 1524
1.215.220.165. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Jhown in Fig. 6a and that in front of the CCD in Fig. 1b
as used to relay and magnify the reconstructed spot onto the
amera for detection. The spot sizes described in the follow-
ng results refer to the spot size at the sample.
ig. 5 TSOPC amplitude trend for tissue-mimicking phantoms com-
osed of polyacrylamide n=1.346 with embedded polystyrene mi-
rospheres n=1.6. a The amplitude signals fell off more dramati-
ally for smaller spheres with a lower anisotropy factor. The black
urve represents the ballistic transmission through the samples, and
he dashed curve represents the ballistic transmission through a
ample twice as thick. b The TSOPC amplitude curves compared to
he square of the transmission, showing that they agree in trend for the
arious sphere sizes.
ig. 6 With no sample present, the light diverging from a focused
eam expands on its path to the photorefractive crystal. Using a ref-
rence beam of fixed width, angular components of the diverging
eam are better captured along one axis: a side view and b front
iew.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13We found that with no scattering sample present, the mea-
sured spot was narrow in the horizontal dimension, but spread
over a large range vertically top left panel of Fig. 7a. How-
ever, this effect could be mitigated through the presence of
strong scattering in the sample. Figure 7b shows the FWHM
of the reconstructed spot in both the x and y directions for
increasing thicknesses of chicken breast samples. Both values
tapered to tight 1.5 m, nearly diffraction limited calcu-
lated to be 1.2 m spots, although the FWHM in the x di-
rection tapered more quickly. The same trend can be seen with
tissue-mimicking phantoms in Fig. 8.
4 Discussion
4.1 Amplitude Trends in Tissue Samples
To understand the TSOPC amplitude trend, we observed the
corresponding trends for other measureable quantities in the
system, including the transmission and OPC signals plotted in
Fig. 4a. As the thickness of the chicken sections were in-
creased, both the transmission and OPC signal decayed in a
similar manner. This shows that the power exiting the PrC on
Fig. 7 Chicken tissue samples. a The top left panel shows that with
no sample present the reconstructed signal forms a stripe rather than a
spot. The other panels show that as the scattering is increased, the
stripe is reduced to a near diffraction limited spot. b The reduction in
the size of the focused spot in the x and y directions. The diffraction
limit in this setup was calculated to be 1.2 m. Error bars represent
the standard error of the FWHM made over N=3 measurements.March/April 2010  Vol. 1525
1.215.220.165. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Jlayback is proportional to the sample power entering the
rystal during the recording process. Although we saw the
ransmission and OPC signals fall off in a similar manner, we
aw a large discrepancy between these and the TSOPC ampli-
ude red curve. The origins of this trend will be discussed
nd modeled later in this section.
The signal we measured through the thickest chicken tis-
ue sample requires additional discussion. One might expect
hat efficient “time reversal” would be dependent on the col-
ection of the entire scattered wavefront. However, a measure-
ent of the total transmission through a 7-mm chicken breast
ample over the collection area of the PrC shows that only
0.02% of the power incident on the sample is scattered into
he collection region. This implies that at most 0.02% of the
ncident power is used to record the hologram for phase con-
ugation, and is important because it shows that the TSOPC
rocess is capable of “time reversal” even when only a small
ortion of the scattered wavefront is captured. The 7-mm
hickness of chicken breast tissue does not represent a hard
imitation on the capabilities of our system. It was simply the
hickest sample that we measured in this study.
ig. 8 Tissue-mimicking phantoms. a The top left panel shows that
ith no sample present the reconstructed signal forms a stripe rather
han a spot. The other panels show that as the scattering is increased,
he stripe is reduced to a near diffraction limited spot. b The reduc-
ion in the size of the focused spot in the x and y directions. The
iffraction limit in this setup was calculated to be 1.2 m. Error bars
epresent the standard error of the FWHM made over N=3
easurements.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13To cast our results in a slightly different light, consider an
OCT system centered at 532 nm with 120 dB of SNR. If we
tried to image these chicken samples with such a system, we
would find that our depth penetration is limited by scattering
to 0.5 mm, or sL15. Although we are not imaging, our
measured TSOPC signal through 7 mm of highly scattering
tissues is noteworthy in the context of current biomedical im-
aging standards.
4.2 Amplitude Trends in Tissue-Mimicking Phantoms
The amplitude signals recorded using tissues phantoms were
shown to depend on the g factor of the sample. This is due to
the limited collection angle of the PrC. Forward scattering
events were more likely to direct a photon toward the PrC,
while isotropic scattering events were likely to direct a photon
away from it. Thus, the final measured signal for isotropically
scattering samples was less than that for forward scattering
samples.
It is interesting that the measured signals in Fig. 5a fall
off along the dashed line, corresponding to the ballistic com-
ponent of light transmitted through a sample of double thick-
ness. A measured TSOPC amplitude close to the dashed line
implies that no advantage is gained by performing the TSOPC
experiment. However, as sL increased, the TSOPC ampli-
tude began to diverge from the dashed line, meaning that we
started to see an increased signal through TSOPC. The ballis-
tic component of the scattered light was initially much stron-
ger than the TSOPC signal, which became visible only after
the ballistic component decayed significantly. In sum, Fig.
5a shows that we can efficiently collect forward scattered
light, and implies that the majority of the signal we measure
in tissues is related to forward directed scattering events as
opposed to isotropically directed scattering events.
4.3 Origins of Amplitude Trends
A simple predictor of the TSOPC amplitude is square of
Tmeas, shown as a dashed black curve in Fig. 4a and dashed
curves in Fig. 5b. This finding is in agreement with literature
results in which phase conjugation was studied.11,12 Gu and
Yeh11 invoked the reciprocity theorem and conservation of
energy to show that under ideal circumstances specifically in
the absence of absorption and backscattering, the fidelity of
the process, equivalent to our amplitude measure, scales as
the square of the fraction of light intercepted by the phase
conjugating device. This was experimentally verified using
scattering sheets of polyprolene and polyethylene.12 Our
samples are by no means ideal, most notably in terms of non-
negligible absorption and backscattering of the tissue samples.
The agreement of our TSOPC amplitude red curve with the
square of the transmission dashed black curve, at least in
terms of trend, confirms that these predictions hold true for
the case of tissue scattering as well. Our results serve to vali-
date this theoretical prediction for a broader range of applica-
tions.
This finding deserves additional discussion. We can de-
scribe the total “time-reversed” transmission as the product of
the power leaving the PrC and the transmission of the phase
conjugated beam: PTSOPC=TOPCPOPC. One may argue that if
each photon trajectory is perfectly phase conjugated and effi-
ciently “time reversed,” T would trend toward a value ofOPC
March/April 2010  Vol. 1526
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J, and all power directed into the sample would be effectively
ransmitted. The flaw in this argument is that fundamentally,
ur experiment cannot be described by a photon picture. If we
hink of the sample as a black box, and monitor only the
raction of the input light that exits one side of the box, we
an make an interesting comparison. If the box contains a
0 /50 beamsplitter BS, we would expect 50% of the input
ower to exit. If we phase conjugated the exiting light, we
ould expect a second decrease of 50% on the way back.
lthough this may appear to be a very different scenario, in
eality it is quite similar. In our TSOPC experiment, we can
hink of dividing the scattered wave into groups that have
assed through channels with a particular transmission coef-
cient as in Ref. 10. The bulk of the incident light is dif-
usely reflected, so the majority of the channels possess very
mall transmission coefficients. However, a small set of these
hannels transmits light in a fairly efficient manner. Each of
hese channels can be likened to a BS with a fixed transmis-
ion coefficient. When the light is phase conjugated back
long these paths, they again transmit the same fraction of
ight. Thus, in reality, the TOPC is equivalent to the transmis-
ion of an incident plane wave through the sample.
In our current setup, where POPC scales with Tmeas, the
receding argument confirms the Tmeas
2 dependence predicted
y Gu and Yeh. The amplitude of the transmitted light is the
ame as that expected by a double pass through the sample.
he advantage, however, is that instead of the diffuse trans-
ission that would result if a conventional mirror was used to
eflect light back through the sample, we see the phase con-
ugate beam regain spatial coherence to reconstruct the inci-
ent light field. If a digital version of this experiment was
mployed, by recording the interference of the scattered field
ith a reference beam on a camera and playing back the
hase conjugate field with a spatial light modulator, then POPC
ould be increased arbitrarily and enhanced transmission may
e possible.
Although the Tmeas
2 curves agree with our data in trend,
hey do not provide a very close fit, especially for the tissue-
imicking phantom results. Although the properties of the
ample are accounted for, the properties of the phase conju-
ation are not. In the Appendix, we formulate a model that
ncludes both Tmeas and POPC values to describe the crossover
rom ballistic to diffusive regimes. The result is as follows:
PTSOPC
Pnorm
= Tball + X	
 POPCPnorm − TballTmeas − Tball1/22,
1
here Pnorm is the measured OPC power with no sample
resent. If we make the assumption that the aperture of the
rC is sharp, X2 represents the ratio of the active area/
esponsivity of the PrC to the active area/repsonsivity of the
hotodetector used to measure the transmission. This assump-
ion is not valid in reality since the aperture of the PrC is
etermined by the size of the Gaussian reference beam not
harp. However, the trend of the X2 values is still illuminat-
ng.
Figure 9 shows fits of this model to both the tissue Fig.
a and phantom data Fig. 9b. The fits are significantly
etter than the T2 fits for all types of samples since infor-meas
ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13mation about both the sample and the phase conjugation are
taken into account. If we examine the X2 values from fits to
the phantom data Fig. 9b, we see that X2 decreases with
the anisotropy factor g. This is attributable to the fact that the
responsivity of the PrC is diminished when scatterered light
enters the active area at increasing angles with respect to the
incident beam. This serves to reduce the amplitude of the
interference pattern written into the PrC, and results in the
same outcome as the case of a PrC with optimal responsivity
that shrinks in size as the g factor decreases. Since tissues are
highly forward scattering, we might expect that a fit to the
chicken tissues sections would result in an X2 similar to that
of the 1-m beads. However, we found a much smaller X2
value. We expect that this occurred because the chicken sec-
tions are nonideal scattering samples. The speckle pattern
formed by the scattered light is not stationary due to diffusion
of particles within the tissues. This implies that the particular
channels that existed throughout the recording process do not
necessarily exist or possess the same transmission coefficient
on playback. Thus, even if a strong pattern is formed at the
PrC, it may not exactly correspond to the scattering structure
of the tissue on playback. A faster holographic medium or a
Fig. 9 Model fits to a the experimental chicken tissue results and b
the experimental tissues phantom results. A model that includes infor-
mation about both the sample and the phase conjugation performs
significantly better than the T2 predictor in both cases.March/April 2010  Vol. 1527
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Jigital implementation of this experiment may diminish this
ffect in the future.
.4 Resolution Trends
ne might expect that the resolution of the TSOPC system
ould degrade as scattering becomes more prominent. How-
ver, we found that scattering can be beneficial in terms of
esolution when a limited collection angle is employed. This
xperiment represented a low collection efficiency situation
ecause the PrC was placed far from the sample plane. With
o scattering sample in place, Fig. 6a shows that the sample
eam had diverged significantly on reaching the PrC, and only
ortions of the sample beam that overlapped with the refer-
nce beam were recorded. From a Fourier optics perspective,
he large-angle components of the diverging beam carried in-
ormation about high spatial frequencies at the focus. Thus, by
osing these components, we could no longer expect to recon-
truct a diffraction-limited spot. As the sample and reference
eams were orthogonally oriented in the crystal Fig. 6b,
he effective recording area for the sample beam had a width
f 3.5 mm FWHM of the collimated reference beam and
ength of 10.0 mm length of the crystal. This explains the
hape of the spots shown in Figs 7a and 8a. Since the
ollection region was oblong, diverging angular components
ere better captured along one axis, leading to a smaller re-
onstructed spot along that dimension. As the samples became
ore highly scattering, more of the angular components were
irected into the PrC, and the spot size was improved. The
apering of the FWHM to a constant value implies that be-
ond a scattering threshold, the angular components incident
n the sample were effectively randomized such that efficient
ollection could be obtained over any small portion of the
cattered wavefront. This finding was demonstrated previ-
usly for plastic sheet aberrators and etched glass phase
creens,13 confirming theory and simulations on thin, random
hase screen aberrators,14,15 but has never been demonstrated
n extended scattering samples or biological materials. Our
ork serves to extend these finding into the realm of realistic
iological materials.
We mentioned previously in discussing our amplitude re-
ults that the peak of the detected signal was a useful metric
nly if the width of the spot remained constant. There were
wo significant differences in system geometry between the
mplitude experiments and the resolution experiments de-
cribed immediately above. First, the sample beam was colli-
ated as opposed to focused on the sample. This reduced the
eam divergence toward the crystal. Second, the PrC was
laced as close as possible to the sample plane. Both of these
eometrical factors allowed for efficient collection regardless
f the level of scattering. Thus, throughout the amplitude ex-
eriments described, the FWHM of the measured spot was
xed for all measurements. Our amplitude studies showed
hat we could reconstruct a signal with only a small portion of
he scattered wavefront, and our resolution studies provided
s with evidence to claim that all relevant information was
ontained in this reconstruction.
.5 Significance and Future Work
ote that our results, in both tissues and tissue-mimicking
hantoms, contrast the common misconception that light losesournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13its coherence on scattering. While a tight pulse of light
spreads as scattering occurs and spatial coherence is certainly
lost, individual portions of the wavefront traveling on various
trajectories through the scattering media retain relative coher-
ence and thus are still capable of interference. We have shown
a signal, dependent on coherent recording and playback
mechanisms, for light that has scattered over 200 times on
average. However, polarization shifts can accrue during scat-
tering and, in the case where the scattered light is sufficiently
diffuse, the light field no longer possesses a preferred polar-
ization state. As light of an orthogonal polarization cannot
interfere with the reference beam, we can expect to record at
most half of the available information in this situation. We
believe that future technological developments of TSOPC sys-
tems should include the capability for recording the scattered
wavefront using two orthogonal polarizations, demonstrated
to be useful in a related system in Ref. 10.
Although the current implementation of TSOPC has not
yet been applied for imaging, diagnostics, or therapy, we en-
vision several potentially useful applications of our technique.
In the context of photodynamic therapy PDT, it may be
possible to conjugate PDT agents to strong scatterers, which
can then be injected into a region to be ablated. The collected
scattered light field will encode the locations of these strong
scatterers, and playback with an OPC field of increased op-
tical power will direct large amounts of light to the scatterer/
PDT agent construct. This type of experiment would enable a
clinician to target light delivery to injected agents while
avoiding the remainder of the sample. Additionally, an itera-
tive implementation of the experiment could be useful for
highlighting weak absorbers buried in a scattering medium.
Elastic scattering would be “time reversed” on each iteration,
but absorption would occur during each pass. This could po-
tentially enable sensitive measurements of absorbers such as
glucose through a noninvasive measurement. Ideally, beyond
these applications, the long-term goal of this line of research
is to facilitate high-resolution deep tissue imaging.
5 Conclusions
We demonstrated that we can efficiently suppress elastic light
scattering in tissues and tissue-mimicking phantoms using op-
tical phase conjugation. We examined the decay of the recon-
structed TSOPC amplitude as a function of sL and found
that, after an initial sharp drop, the signal decreased slowly
compared to the decrease in ballistic transmission. This am-
plitude trend roughly scaled as the square of the transmission
through the samples, and was modeled more accurately using
measurements that included both sample and phase conjuga-
tion effects. TSOPC signals were measured through up to
7 mm of chicken breast tissue, displaying effective recon-
struction through coherent mechanisms after an average of
over 200 scattering events. Additionally, we showed that as
little of 0.02% of the scattered wavefront was sufficient for a
TSOPC reconstruction. Measurements on tissue-mimicking
phantoms confirmed the amplitude trends, and showed that
more highly forward scattering samples led to larger TSOPC
amplitude values as more scattered components were directed
into the collection region of the PrC. Finally, increased scat-
tering in both tissues and tissue mimicking phantoms was
found to improve the resolution of the detected signals byMarch/April 2010  Vol. 1528
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Jmproving the overall angular collection efficiency of the sys-
em.
ppendix
e consider the situation in which a phase conjugate mirror
PCM is placed behind a scattering medium. The PCM can
e any phase-conjugating device including the holographic
etup employing a PrC described in this manuscript. Light
hat propagates through the medium is phase conjugated and
etraces its path back through the scattering medium to refo-
us at its origin. This section describes the trend of the inten-
ity of the refocused light, for samples ranging from thin
transmission is mostly ballistic to optically thick transmit-
ed light is completely diffuse. We assume that light propa-
ation in the medium is reciprocal and that there are no non-
inear effects. We make no assumptions about absorption, the
fficiency of the PCM, light propagation, etc. unless explicitly
tated.
Following the conventions of Gu and Yeh,11 we define the
ncident field E1, the transmitted field E2, the phase-
onjugated field E3, and the field that has been transmitted
ack through the sample E4. Scattering in the sample is de-
cribed by the scattering function h such that
E2x,y =  E1x,yhx,y,x,ydx dy , 2
ith input coordinates x ,y and output coordinates x ,y.
ecause of reciprocity, propagation back is described by
E4x,y =  E3x,yhx,y,x,ydx dy. 3
or simplicity, we take the incident field to be a delta
unction† with amplitude EinPin, where Pin is the total
ncident power.
The fields propagating toward the PCM are now given by
E1x,y = Einx,y , 4
E2x,y = Einh0,0,x,y . 5
t the PCM, the field is reflected and phase conjugated. Since
he PCM is not perfect, the reflected field has a certain enve-
ope x ,y, where 0,0=1, and  is the overall reflec-
ion coefficient of the phase conjugation.‡ If the PCM reflects
he field with exactly the same amplitude, =1,
E3x,y = x,yE2
*x,y . 6
or the reconstructed field E4, we are interested only in the
art that overlaps with the incident field. The total power in
his overlapping portion is given by
†In reality the incident field will not be a delta function. Regardless of the
ctual shape of the incident field, we are free to choose a coordinate system
here the incident field corresponds to a delta function by applying an arbitrary
nitary transform. Therefore, the results derived here are generally valid.
‡In practice,  is not exactly constant over different experiments due to a
umber of reasons including the nonuniformity of the PCM, power fluctuations
f the laser, and experimental human error from run to run. These fluctuations
re visible in the data shown in this manuscript.ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13PTSOPC   x,yE4x,y2 dx dy = E40,02, 7
with
E40,0  Ein  x,yh0,0,x,y2 dx dy, 8
where Eqs. 3, 5, and 6 were used.
Two other important quantities in the experiment are the
total transmitted power PT or P2, and the total power exit-
ing the PCM POPC or P3. These can be described as fol-
lows:
PT =  E2x,y2 dx dy
= Pin  h0,0,x,y2 dx dy = PinT , 9
where T is the total angle integrated transmission. To sim-
plify this notation we define
h0,0,x,y2  TFx,y , 10
where F is the intensity profile of the transmitted light, nor-
malized such that Fx ,ydxdy=1. Using this notation,
the power exiting the PCM is given by
POPC =  E3x,y2 dx dy
= 2Pin  2x,yh0,0,x,y2 dx dy
= 2PinTC3, 11
where
C3   2x,yFx,ydx dy. 12
Here, C3 describes the fraction of light that is “seen” by the
PCM. In Gu and Yeh, C3 is approximated as a /A, where a is
the surface area of the PCM, and A is the total surface area of
the diffuse light.
Using the same notation, Eq. 7 can be rewritten as
PTSOPC = 2PinT2C4
2
, 13
where
C4   x,yFx,ydx dy. 14
Note that C3C4; C3 describes the fraction of the intensity
that is reflected, while C4 can be thought of as the fraction of
the amplitude. In the special case described by Gu and Yeh,
which includes a sharp aperture and uniform phase conjuga-
tion i.e., =1 or =0, C3=C4. In general, however, they are
different.March/April 2010  Vol. 1529
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JWe can now predict the trend of the TSOPC power by
ombining Eqs. 12 and 14:
PTSOPC = POPCT
C4
2
C3
. 15
he difficulty with this form is that a measurement of the total
ransmission T is very hard. In our experiments, the transmis-
ion is measured over a defined aperture associated with the
hotodetector, chosen to be approximately the same shape as
he reference beam in the photorefractive crystal. The trans-
ission measured in this manner Tmeas is related to the total
ransmission T according to
Tmeas =
1
Pin
  meas2 x,yE2x,y2 dx dy = TC2,
16
here meas
2 is the intensity profile of the aperture over
hich the transmission is measured, and
C2 =  meas2 x,yFx,ydx dy. 17
inally, we can write the TSOPC amplitude trend as a func-
ion of the measured values Tmeas and POPC.
PTSOPC = POPCTmeas
C4
2
C2C3
. 18
he constant C4
2 /C2C3 must be determined experimentally.
In the diffuse regime, we can use Eq. 18 to predict the
rend of the TSOPC amplitude. However, when the samples
re so thin that the ballistic contribution becomes visible, the
istribution of the transmitted intensity F will be different
han in the diffuse case. As a result, the preceding constants
ill depend on the thickness of the samples. To deal with this
omplication, we introduce a simple model. We assume that
here are only two contributions to the transmission: com-
letely ballistic and completely diffuse. Thus, we can write
TFx,y = Tballx,y + TdiffFdiffx,y , 19
here Fdiffx ,y is the normalized profile of the diffuse
ransmission: Fdiffx ,ydxdy1. For thick samples,
→Fdiff. The Beer-Lambert law gives us the transmission
oefficient for the ballistic component, and the transmission
or the diffusive component follows from our earlier assump-
ions:
Tball = exp− sL , 20
Tdiff = T − Tball. 21
hrough this model, the total transmission remains equal to T.
he values for C2, C3, and C4 follow by inserting the model
Eqs.19 into their respective definitions:
TC2 = Tball + TdiffC2, 22ournal of Biomedical Optics 025004-1
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Jun 2010 to 13TC3 = Tball + TdiffC3, 23
TC4 = Tball + TdiffC4, 24
where the ballistic component is always completely detected/
reflected since 0,0=meas0,0=1. The constant C2 is de-
fined as
C2 =  meas2 x,yFdiffx,ydx dy, 25
analogous to Eq. 17, and similarly for C3 and C4. These
constants are calculated for only the diffuse portion of the
distribution and therefore do not depend on the sample thick-
ness.
To predict the trend of the TSOPC power, we use the fol-
lowing procedure to process the measurements. First, we take
the measured OPC power POPC,
POPC = Pin2Tball + TdiffC3 , 26
and normalize it by the OPC power when no sample is present
Pnorm= Pin2
2, where 0 is the value of  for the first mea-
surement in the series i.e., no sample. We then subtract the
ballistic transmission to arrive at
POPC
Pnorm
− Tball = 
2
0
2 − 1Tball + 202TdiffC3  
2
0
2TdiffC3.
27
We must assume here that  does not fluctuate too wildly
0 so that the ballistic component can be removed. We
do the same for the measured tranmission Tmeas no normal-
ization required:
Tmeas − Tball = TdiffC2. 28
We now multiply Eqs. 27 and 28 before taking the square
root such that the resulting value scales linearly with  and
Tdiff:
	
 POPCPnorm − TballTmeas − Tball
1/2
=

0
TdiffC2C31/2.
29
Our equation for the TSOPC power reads as follows after
substituting Eq. 24 into Eq. 13:
PTSOPC = Pin2Tball + TdiffC42. 30
We can determine this value by multiplying Eq. 29 by X
C4 / C2C31/2, adding Tball, and taking the square:
Tball + X	
 POPCPnorm − TballTmeas − Tball1/22
= 
Tball + 0TdiffC4
2
 Tball + TdiffC42 =
PTSOPC
2Pin
=
PTSOPC
P
. 31
norm
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Jhe left-hand side of this equation is fit to the data in the
anuscript, and the value of X is fit. The value X scales the
ontribution of the diffuse light based on the various aperture
unctions described in this derivation. If the aperture of the
CM is sharp, then C3 and C4 are equal. In this case, X2 is the
atio of the active area of the PCM to the active area of the
hotodetector.
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